SOUTH PORTLAND PESTICIDES MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
2/6/17 (5-7 PM) – SOUTH PORTLAND COMMUNITY CENTER

ATTENDEES
Residents / Taxpayers
Cathy Chapman
Bret LeBleu
Ann Morrill

MBPC-Licensed Professionals
Mike Hughes

City Staff
Fred Dillon
Julie Rosenbach

Guests
None

Agronomist
Jesse O’Brien

1. REVIEW 1/9/17 MEETING NOTES
Meeting notes approved followed by discussion of public notice requirements, particularly with
respect to posting meeting agendas and notes. Assistant City Clerk Karen Morrill provided staff with
City’s Policy for Public Notice, which Fred passed along to PMAC Chair Ann Morrill. Committee will
review at next month’s meetings.
2. UPDATE ON EDUCATION & OUTREACH PLAN PROPOSAL
a. Review Scope of Work
 Julie summarized staff process for reviewing and revising CCSWCD’s proposal based on
PMAC feedback from 1/9/17. Plan proposal went through a few iterations before arriving at
current final version that will be presented to Council later this evening (2/6/17) along with
a request for $20K in funding.
 Staff also met with City’s Finance Director to discuss considerations for sole-sourcing plan
development process to CCSWCD. Based on these discussions, staff decided to separate
work into 2 components: plan development / project management and branding /
marketing.
 With close PMAC involvement / oversight, CCSWCD will manage process and develop plan
while working with marketing / web design firm to develop logo and branding (which will be
contracted separately). CCSWCD will meet with PMAC (at least) 3 times for guidance and
direction through plan development process.

b. Suggestions on identifying marketing / web design firms
 There was limited discussion on identifying additional firms beyond those already identified
by staff.
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c. Discuss how best to involve PMAC in E&O Plan development and implementation
There was considerable discussion on plan development / implementation, including the
following:






















Need to put some thought into what the “roll out” will look like perhaps by considering
ideas for a “Grand Opening” and creating incentives for participation.
Consider holding “Field Day” that involves local landscaping professionals (e.g., over-seeding
and core aeration).
Very important to provide a basic context for complying with ordinance.
Very important to facilitate discussions with and involvement of retailers – perhaps again
through use of incentives.
Use outreach as opportunity to bring retailers on board – may be more challenging with
larger merchants (e.g., Home Depot).
Garden centers as “ambassadors” for harm reduction through promotion of
good/better/best alternatives.
Landscape design and soil management will be key considerations for improving likelihood
of successful ordinance implementation as measured through compliance with provisions.
Go-slow approach will be important to avoid alienating participants.
Consider establishing demonstration sites to promote best practices – akin to garden tours.
While many landscapers offer organic alternatives, customers often don’t avail themselves
of these services due to cost considerations. Need to think about how landscapers pitch
message to encourage more environmentally benign land care practices.
Avoid getting too bogged down in data and science. Better to focus on what the ordinance
requires and how residents / businesses can most readily comply.
The idea is to build community norms and a center of gravity to pull people towards the
practices that are least harmful.
Also need to identify what to do when there’s push back and waiver requests for problems
that may commonly arise (e.g., crab apples, grubs, etc.). Try to promote prevention over
cure.
Need to devise metrics / benchmarks for documenting success. Could use pre- and postsurveys to measure awareness / behavior change.
Need to identify key point person for effort (Sustainability Coordinator?).
Important to involve academics / universities. Add following to list of partners:
o U Conn
o U of MD
o U Maine Coop Ext Master Gardeners
Think about how to leverage partner orgs for most effective involvement / input.
Develop clear, simple and concise messages / goals for what’s expected from public so they
understand basic do’s and don’ts of ordinance.
o In preparation for March meeting with CCSWCD staff will provide relevant outreach
materials and will investigate establishing shared folder or location on City website to
access documents.
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3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
No other discussion topics.

NEXT MEETING: Monday, March 6 at 5PM – location TBD
APRIL MEETING: will be held on 2nd Monday of month (4/10/17)
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SOUTH PORTLAND PESTICIDES MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
3/6/17 (5-7 PM) – SOUTH PORTLAND COMMUNITY CENTER

ATTENDEES
Residents / Taxpayers
Cathy Chapman
Bret LeBleu
Ann Morrill (Chair)

MBPC-Licensed Professionals
Mike Hughes

City Staff
Fred Dillon (took notes)
Julie Rosenbach

Guests
None

Agronomist
Jesse O’Brien

Preliminary discussion about committee member roles and Committee Chair having responsibility to
lead meeting. Stormwater Program Coordinator is permanently designated committee member per
ordinance. A quorum to allow for decision making is generally understood as majority of committee
members, which for the PMAC is 4 (since total committee is comprised of 7 members).

1. REVIEW 2/6/17 MEETING NOTES
Meeting notes approved.
2. REPORT ON 3/1/17 MELNA MEETING
a. Feedback from attendees
 Need to pitch ordinance with positive rather than negative message (start with what the
ordinance will allow rather than what it won’t allow).
 Need to focus on lists.
b. Suggestions on informing public & businesses on ordinance implementation timeline
 Need to inform public & landscaping professionals ASAP about impending ordinance
implementation so they know what to expect (e.g., what can be used and reference to web
page, FAQs, OMRI list, etc.).
o Julie and Fred will look into developing mailer to go out with tax bills in May.
 Consider involving MBPC (Mary Tomlinson now contact as Henry Jennings left recently).
3. UPDATE ON EDUCATION & OUTREACH PROPOSAL
a. Staffing changes at CCSWCD: Project Manager Jami Fitch off indefinitely to deal with family
illness.
b. CCSWCD team meeting: Julie and Fred will meet with CCSWCD staff assigned to project to make
sure there’s a common understanding for project scope and City’s expectations.
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c. CCSWCD will be attending the 4/10/17 meeting to provide overview of E&O plan and to take
feedback / guidance from PMAC.
4. PMAC ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO E&O PLAN COMPLETION
Preliminary discussion about importance of identifying key audiences (e.g., homeowners, businesses
/ retailers, etc.). It will be complicated / difficult to deliver training to large retailers like Home
Depot.
a. Fliers / announcements: Julie & Fred will develop mailer for May tax bills.
b. Public access TV: Julie & Fred will work with SPCTV to develop video that provides ordinance
overview.
c. Local news media: will use City Clerk’s contact list to promote PMAC activities as needed.
d. Attendance at SPCC’s 4/26/17 Community Stream Forum (“Brooks to Bay”): PMAC will consider
having committee member(s) participate provided print materials (and possibly display) are
ready in time for event.
e. Other Items:
TO DO LIST
 Develop list of print / display materials to have ready for distribution for various events
(3/16 meeting @ 4pm: JO, CC & AM; JO & JR will investigate display booth options).
 Ask about having Julie and/or Fred attend Maine Garden Show (JO).
 Identify other upcoming events / venues for Julie and/or Fred to attend and provide
ordinance overview (JO & MH).
 Continue refining / developing website with updated information and request review by
PMAC (JR & FD).
 Develop “benchmarking” criteria starting this spring: ref. to Cornell model; Parks & Rec will
be doing soil testing & training with (Osborne Organics / Beyond Pesticides?); SMCC would
be good benchmarking location (unassigned).
 Need to begin thinking about types of waivers we’ll be getting based on most commonly
experienced problems (e.g., grubs, crab apple trees, etc.); might also be worth considering
responses for unintended consequences associated with ordinance implementation
(unassigned).
5. OTHER ITEMS: none
6. NEXT MEETING(S) / ADJOURNE



APRIL MEETING: will be held on 2nd Monday of month (4/10/17)
MAY MEETING: will return to 1st Monday of the month (5/1/17)
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SOUTH PORTLAND PESTICIDES MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
4/10/17 (5-7 PM) – SOUTH PORTLAND COMMUNITY CENTER

ATTENDEES
Residents / Taxpayers
Cathy Chapman
Bret LeBleu
Ann Morrill (Chair)

MBPC-Licensed Professionals
Mike Hughes

City Staff
Fred Dillon (took notes)

Guests
Jami Fitch
Jenna Martin-Fisher

Agronomist
Jesse O’Brien

1. INTRODUCTIONS
2. REVIEW 3/6/17 MEETING NOTES
Meeting notes approved.
3. CCSWCD STAFF OVERVIEW OF WORK SCOPE & PROJECT TIMELINE
a. Review scope / timeline


Task 1: work closely with PMAC and staff – plan development and implementation. Meetings
1-3: kickoff meeting; branding meeting; draft plan review (July).



Task 2: reach out to partner orgs; have already identified a number of orgs and looking
forward to PMAC input; use as many existing resources as possible.
o

Suggestion to work with Dept. of Ag since MBPC doesn’t make recommendations. Check
with IPM Council Dr. Cathy Murray and Jim Gill; also contact Gary Fish / State
Horticulturalist for input. Distinction between IPM and OPM; Eric Siteman (sp?).

o

Discussion about recognition that City’s ordinance essentially promotes OPM, which is
largely consistent with IPM but for the choice of chemical interventions.



Task 3: developing brand for outreach program; city hires marketing firm: PMAC will be
closely involved in this process; need to determine how to work with City’s website



Task 4: writing the plan to address various audiences: residents, retail and applicator, etc.

b. Summarize CCSWCD’s experience with YardScaping program
i. Focuses on soil / lawn health and reducing use of fertilizers and weed and bug killers (mostly
used in place of term “pesticides”).
ii. YardScaping doesn’t promote organics per se (since organic doesn’t mean safe) really
emphasizes more environmentally benign land care practices
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4. DISCUSSION & FEEDBACK FROM PMAC
 Need to consider website management and whether there will be a Facebook presence since
social media can be a powerful tool. Consider setting up separate FB page just for the E&O effort.
 Scope of Work timeline seems ambitious but doable.
 More work needed for NOP list and should be done sooner rather than later. Consider asking if
web developer can help with develop searchable dbase.
 Consider using SPCTV and perhaps even USM’s media studies program.
 Consider developing table / booth for display at various events.
 Review existing YouTube videos to avoid reinventing the wheel as much as possible (EX: ME Coop
Ext grub video).
 Refer to resources listed on CCSWCD’s extensive partner list (handout); EX: FOCB BayScaping &
CCSWCD YardScaping – goal is behavior change transition from conventional to healthy lawn care
practices (driver clean water but overlaps with SoPo ordinance); Youth YardScaping working with
6th graders – highly successful and well-received.
 Review some of CCSWCD’s existing E&O materials in the packet and consider for possible use as
templates; provide to retailers and work with staff while recognizing key difference between lawn
& garden centers and hardware stores / large retailers.
 Important to remember that behavior change doesn’t happen with just handouts; best way is to
hold workshops and then repeat the message; not an easy or short-term process.
 Need to make sure all handouts are consistent.
 Important to distill most crucial info since most folks won’t dig into details (e.g., create “USA
Today” versions); difficulty is there’s not just 1 thing to do – there’s lots of dynamism.
 Consider checking in with lawn care pros on how to talk with customers about making transition
– weed tolerance is tough for folks.
 Need tools for lawn care contractors to talk to customers to convince them that they need to
make the transition.
 Important to consider multiple contractors beyond lawn care – earth workers, irrigation, etc.
Issue of new construction using dirt (rather than good soil).
 Ordinance goes beyond just lawns – ticks, mosquitos, plant selection; LAs / landscape design
could be target audience – Ecological Landscape Association through a newsletter article;
nonnative plants. How little lawn can we live with?
 Don’t want to use “IPM” in any of outreach materials; use “healthy” or “green” or “sustainable”
instead.
 Point of purchase is pretty important per recent MBPC meeting since customers make their
decision on what to purchase at the store – they don’t generally do research beforehand. We
could do the same thing as Scott’s 4-step with an endcap at stores.

5. IMMEDIATE NEXT STEPS
 From CCSWCD task list:
o
o
o
o

Identify marketing / graphics firms: City staff to develop SoW
Scope of Work outline from CCSWCD
Confirmation from IT on website parameters
Check with professional orgs on opportunities for presentations by City staff
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o




Table / booth development – could do something at the Land Trust plant sale at the end of
May (5/20). Will we be ready with some outreach materials in time for some of these events?
o Hand out soil test kits and important to provide interpretation of results – CCSWCD provides
nice overview
o Develop temporary basic display before having it professionally done
o MELNA twilight meeting at Fickett Farm in July – us. has program with speakers
o Portland GreenFest
o Movies at Bug Light
Homeowner FAQ for website
Presence at the 4/26/17 Brooks to Bay Community Forum: send mailer to CCSWCD

6. OTHER ITEMS
 How to engage community? Poster contest in school with prizes with displays at Art in the Park
and/or in the library; drawing for organic lawn makeover
 Need to do ASAP. Important to establish baselines; ref to Riverside baseline measurements of
pests in 2016; will use various treatments (org vs. synth); ref to Rossi at Cornell. Consider 3rd party
reviewer. Could do something similar in SoPo’s Wainwright – Osborne and BP will be doing test
plot there. Measure homeowner complaints; SMCC has athletic fields. Need baseline for athletic
fields and homeowners.
 Yard signs as a way to promote behavior change; CBSM suggests that when 15% of population
adopts practice then it becomes more broadly adopted.

7. NEXT MEETING / ADJOURNE



MAY MEETING: 5/1/17
JUNE MEETING: 2nd Monday (6/12/17)
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SOUTH PORTLAND PESTICIDES MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
5/1/17 (5-7 PM) – CITY HALL BASEMENT

ATTENDEES
Residents / Taxpayers
Cathy Chapman
Bret LeBleu
Ann Morrill (Chair)

MBPC-Licensed Professionals

City Staff
Fred Dillon (took notes)

Guests
None

Agronomist
Jesse O’Brien

1. Review (and if needed edit) 4/10/17 Meeting Notes
2. Brainstorm ideas for PMAC outreach activities prior to completion of CCSWCD’s Education & Outreach
plan








Web site updates / improvements
o Include Yardscaping graphic on entry page as a sidebar (CCSWCD YardScaping)
o Maybe not state it as “pesticides” but “healthy lawn” instead.
o Look at developing baseline at some point – maybe Wainwright. We need to come up with
some metrics for athletic fields – there are protocols that could be used (ref. to FB
Environmental).
City e-newsletter articles: staff will put something together; consider articles for MASLA, ELA,
MELNA and SMLA.
Consider rental housing and how to do outreach to them – landlord / property owner outreach
Broadway Garden – have field day for PMAC; probably not until late August / early Sept.
SPCTV slide with info from tri-fold
Use photos of Chip Osborne’s visit to Wainwright.

3. Discuss strategy for filling vacant PMAC positon – ideally with NOFA-certified professional but others
if/as needed.



Dave Melevsky can no longer participate. Andrew Johnson is NOFA certified can’t do it because
he’s too busy. Justin Nichols is another possibility.
Refer to NOFA’s website for who’s certified in ME.

4. Develop list of potential agenda topics for 6/5/17 meeting


Continue search for NOFA person



Update E&O Plan
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Update on status of LD 1505



Develop list of events PMAC will be attending



Allowable products list – how will it be presented



Update on status of part time position for Sustainability



Consider SPHS field for performance evaluation



Consider Mill Creek Park as case study (assuming there’s no fertilizer and pesticide applications)
– although it’s kind of apples and oranges since the loam’s in pretty good shape there.



More / better publicizing of what City is already doing for more benign practices (e.g., in Mill Creek
Park and other places that don’t use lots of synthetics).

5. Other agenda items?


Preemption Bill – LD 1505
o

More spoke in favor than against it at recent legislative hearing. Portland Protectors and
MOFGA were there; MMA spoke against it. Absence of MBPC was a concern for those against.
Lots of Home Rule issues. Unclear what will happen when it goes to work session next week.
Still accepting written testimony. Horticultural Council of Maine testified neither for nor
against.

o

OK for PMAC to submit written testimony? Staff will look into whether PMAC needs approval
to submit as standing City committee.

o

Discussion about state vs. local level regs; local control should be retained to be consistent
with community values.

o

Industry can adapt as needed; every community is unique. MBPC has been getting strong
feedback about importance of homeowner ed. New MBPC Director has strong emphasis on
E&O; MBPC has been operated as independent agency through Dept. of Ag.



Wainwright Complex: Chip Osborne met recently with P&R staff



SPLT Plant Sale – Sat, 5/20/17: 8am-1pm at the American Legion on Broadway: get display put
together and get more soil test kits.



Get Mrs. Fish to do some work in the schools?

6. Confirm next meeting date & adjourn: 2nd Monday 6/12 at Rec Center
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SOUTH PORTLAND PESTICIDES MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
6/12/17 (5-6:30 PM) – COMMUNITY CENTER
ATTENDEES
Residents / Taxpayers
Cathy Chapman
Bret LeBleu
Ann Morrill (Chair)

MBPC-Licensed Professionals
Justin Nichols

City Staff
Fred Dillon (took notes)
Meddy Smith
Haley Jaramillo

Guests
None

Agronomist
Jesse O’Brien

1. Welcome & Introductions
The PMAC welcomed new member Justin Nichols, Sustainability Office Intern Meddy Smith and
Stormwater Intern Haley Jaramillo. Both interns will be providing support for the development of the
Education & Outreach Plan.

2. Approved & accepted 5/1/17 Meeting Notes

3. Status Updates
a. Education & Outreach Plan


CCSWCD currently working on it. FD sent Statement of Work to PMAC for background.

b. SPLT Plant Sale


SPLT was really pleased with PMAC’s presence.



Distributed 23 soil test kits and all of Friends of Casco Bay’s yard signs.



At least 50% of attendees who stopped by PMAC table were already using organic
land care practices; many others were interested in organic practices but weren’t sure
how to begin.



Cathy will work with Julie and Meddy to develop list of informational and display
materials to include on table for future public events.

c. LD1505


The Governor’s proposed legislation to preempt local pesticide ordinances from being
stricter than state regulations received an “ought not to pass” from the Committee
on State and Local Government.



It also catalyzed activism by pro-organic groups and environmentalists.

d. Sarah Neuts Retirement
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Sarah will soon be retiring and members asked if the PMAC could have some
involvement in the hiring of her replacement. Fred will inquire.



On a related matter, some residents have complained that the grass for some City
parks is being mowed too short.

4. Test plots for “before/after” benchmarking assessments









Jesse & Fred will meet with Parks Dept Turf Manager Rick Perruzzi to discuss setting up test plots
at Wainwright and possibly some City parks that haven’t received any pesticide treatments
recently. The focus will be on turf.
Throughout the duration of the test period, it will be important to note that chemically dependent
turf will appear to get worse before it gets better because building a healthy soil ecosystem takes
time.
Also important to note that tolerance for some weeds will have to increase.
Suggestion to check on what City of Portland is doing for pesticide treatments at the Riverside
Golf Course. (Fred spoke with Kevin Ryan from FB Environmental which has worked recently with
the City on golf course improvements. Kevin believes the City is applying pesticides on a rotational
basis every 3 years. Fred will follow up with Golf Course Manager Ryan Scott to confirm).
Suggestion to have some residents volunteer to use their properties as test plots when the private
property ordinance provisions become effective in May 2018.

5. Developing table / booth display for community events


Cathy will work with Julie and Meddy to come up with a list of informational and display materials
for upcoming community events.
 Upcoming events to consider include:
o Willard Fest (7/8/17)
o Bug Light movies
o Art in the Park (consider demonstration project)
o Broadway Gardens events
 Website could also use some improvements, such as feedback section. Improvements will be
included as part of Education & Outreach Plan development; in the meantime, Julie and Meddy
will explore short term improvements.
6. Other agenda items / topics



Suggestion to consider partnering with Portland Trails and Friends of Casco Bay on “greening of
schools”.
Suggestion to consider having Mr. & Mrs. Fish do some kind of presentation on environmentallyfriendly land care practices.

7. Next meeting Monday 6/12/17 from 5-6:30 at Community Center

8. Adjourn
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SOUTH PORTLAND PESTICIDES MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
7/10/17 (5-6:30 PM) – COMMUNITY CENTER
ATTENDEES
Residents / Taxpayers
Cathy Chapman
Ann Morrill (Chair)

MBPC-Licensed Professionals
Justin Nichols
Mike Hughes

City Staff
Julie Rosenbach
Fred Dillon (took notes)
Haley Jaramillo

Guests
None

Agronomist
Jesse O’Brien

1. Introductions

2. Approved & accepted 6/12/17 Meeting Notes

3. Review Draft Education & Outreach Plan: open and wide-ranging discussion / PMAC feedback


Decision to have CCSWCD work on only specific plan elements and to work directly instead with
Beyond Pesticides.



Discussion of waivers







o

Need to develop info for invasives and include info in tri-fold brochure

o

Need to include reference to IPM Council

o

Need to develop clear process and criteria for considering waivers

Need to consider how to kill weeds / invasives with non-synthetic treatments: 4 areas (at least)
to consider:
o

Hardscaping / walkways

o

Gardens and lawns

o

Woody plants in natural areas

o

Trees

Audiences to consider for E&O Plan implementation:
o

Gardeners

o

“Yardeners”

o

High performance folks who expect things to look tip top all the time: target these folks at
Sable Oaks and yacht clubs (maybe also Chamber of Commerce?)

Outreach methods
o

“Passive” vs. “active” outreach methods
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Schools: Mr. & Mrs. Fish presentation(s)



Consider contacting SMCC to identify how they manage their landscaped properties;
consider inviting relevant staff to training by Chip Osborne.



Retailers?



Pest-free pledges?



Messaging should focus on safety and clean bay.

Check with JR for additional revisions from her meeting notes…

4. Report on PMAC display at Willard Fest



Very well-received and display materials were quickly exhausted; a few attendees also took soil
test kits.
Need to re-supply and continue getting plastic tubs to consolidate display materials.

5. Upcoming community events for PMAC display



Maine Landscapers and Nursery Association: 7/12 @ 5PM. Jessie will attend.
Other events to consider:
o Bug Light movies
o Art in the Park (consider demonstration project)
o Broadway Gardens events
o Maine Arborists in Nov: Mike will provide additional info
 Need outreach materials specifically for trees
 Need to identify additional tree-related target audiences.

6. Next meeting Monday 8/7/17 from 5-6:30 at location TBD

7. Adjourn
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